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About This Game

Starship Clicker is a clicker with a twist - it's a race against time!

Whoosh through the galaxy and shoot to earn Dust - spend Dust on upgrades to generate more Dust. Amass lots of Dust to
advance through space, hopping from planet to planet. If you advance fast enough, who knows what'll happen?!

Thank you for visiting this page. This is my first finished game to be released on Steam. I'll do my best to address any issues -
please let me know in the forums.

Features

Clicking

Space

A spaceship

Neon lasers

Planets

Steam Achievements
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this game has changed me. Game goes well until 3-3, which I think must be impossible to complete with an x-box 360 controller
because of button lag. Maybe my thumbs don't work as well as they used to, I don't know.. Ive had this game on my wishlist for
a long time since i love physics based party games. After playing for about 30 min though its pretty clear that the game isnt
really playable online at this stage (at the time of this review the game just came out today) and is generally just very clunky. I
will edit my review later as this games life completely depends on the developers morphing this into a more polished product.

Leaving positive review since the game is cheap and I think you should support the developers to improve this game, however
dont expect it to take a lot of your time as this is barely playable in its current state.. i'm not dreaming is the best song ever. P.S.
Beware of the Positive Reviews that are less than 3 hours. This is a long game. Look at the times of the other revews.

I got this because I wanted to play the whole series in order and it seemed that the one game braker was fixed according to some
reviews. Some of the later ones Dark Parables are very good. This one is difficult and at one point I really did think it was broken,
but managed to finish it in the end.

Pros:
1) beautiful art work
2) Nice story
3) Nice music
4) I actually like the story, and now that there is a Bonus game is a very nice lead into the next in the series, The Snow Queen.
5) A very very good Strategy Guide with important items in Bold Caps to make finding things easier.

Cons:
1) NO fast travel map - there is a map and it will show where the HOSs are, which is nice, but that is it.
2) It is very very easy to miss picking up something you will need later. And then you HAVE to go the Strategy Guide.

Some of the voice action is not up to the graphic standards of the game. Just sort of meh.

Warning:
The HOSs are really really hard to see. I play a lot of these types of games and this one can be really hard - but they are all very
beautiful and well worth the effort.

I just finished replaying the entire game a second time with the new update/bonus chapter and must say I really enjoyed it very
much - even with the map issues mentioned above. A major part because of the beautiful graphics which are such a pleasure and
the sympathetic story. I do like it when there is no Evil Master but only people being people. Am planning on buying the entire series,
so my rating has been changed from a moderate thumbs down to a very definate thumbs up.. This is technically an "early access"
review, because I got to try this game before it came out when I went to an arcade\/pinball\/retro gaming convention, right off the
bat I talked about how I felt like I was in the 80's when i tried the game on an actual cartridge.

The game's ost is interesting and deffinately gives off that catchy\/classic retro kind of creepy feel that you'd expect from horror
style games during the NES era and the art style reminds me strongly of Double Dragon and River City Ransom on the NES, but the
question remains, is this game a good game?

The game is an interesting game and deffinately lives up to "Nintendo hard" in terms of how tough old school games were, with
basic gameplay (go to the right, just like a beat em up) but with platforming elements and difficult placements similar to Mega Man

However, where the game's problems are can be "located" if you will, with no ability to use passwords if you run out of contiunues
or a file to save (although the game may be trying this to capture NES nostalgia, it can feel like a chore if your required to play
througout the game in one run, especially with no way of getting back to where you were if you run out of continues) and some of
the bosses (to my knowledge) take no effort to beat, for example you fight bigfoot on level 2, all I had to do after losing 1 life was
stand on a tree stump without moving and beat that boss fight easy
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Overall, the game is a nice game and deffinately feels like an old NES game and its nice to know that new games are being made
these days for old consoles, however, I feel as though (unless this game gets patched) that due to it trying to hard to "match" the
NES, it might actually turn off some people from trying the game, I would get the game if its at a discount or on a physical
cartridge, but be ready for a challenge and be aware that the game can be slightly unfair. Good game. But there have been quite a
difficult moments.. I can't even get it to work, the logo screen appears and then it crashes. My computer is strong enouth to handle
the game and much more. please help me becuse i really wanna play this awsome game.. Not bad relax Indie game :). One day I'll
reach level 2
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Pros:
PERSPECTIVE GRIDS!
Rulers
Eclipse Rulers, not just plopping down eclipses.
Mannequins
Texture Brushes
Windows for your reference pictures
Great for planning

cons:
Complex
very demanding. If you stream your art, expect lag.. This game has just renewed my faith in the genre. A loving ode to both the
Victorian era and point and click adventures.

My one gripe is that Act Two isn't available yet, I need to play more right now!. I would recommend Satazius to both fans of the
genre and curious newcomers.

Satazius borrows some of the best elements of older games like Gradius and other horizontal shoot-em-ups, and is more
forgiving than the arcade of games of yore.

Let's take the weapon system. In Gradius the player could choose their ship build at the start of a credit, while in Satazius the
player also gets that opportunity at the start of each level, allowing them to select the best tool for the job at the right moment.
Weapons are powered up in a similar way to Gradius, though here each weapon remains powered up as you switch between
them. This gives the player the option of focusing on just a select few favourites, or else improving a wider range of weapons at
a slower rate. Spreading the love, as it were. Upon death, the player is not stripped of all power; instead their weapons are just
downgraded a few notches. This means death is not a double punishment, and failing once does not mean you're twice as likely
to fail on the next try.

The levels are full of exciting set pieces, high speed chases and environmental hazards. Indeed, the environment is as much your
enemy here as the enemies themselves, reminding me fondly of another classic horizontal shmup, Thunderforce III.

Which is a good point to turn to Satazius' few bad points. In those high speed sections the player simply cannot survive if their
ship is not a fast one, whereas in tight quarters a nimble ship is easy to crash. The player should be able to switch at will, a la
Thunderforce III, rather than having indirect control through power-ups.

And secondly, the music doesn't match the catchy melodies of the above mentioned games, or so many other old-school shmups.
That would have just been the cherry on top of the cake.. Apart from the missiles blending with the background and tanky ships,
it's a good game. I enjoyed playing casual, but the story mode is too difficult for me.. Did the whole Tutorial but failed to stay
alive on Normal dificulty after 5 tries... I did like the game and my suggestions would be to improve the mana visualization,
maybe incluse it around the resources UI and give quicker acces to the spells. Turn the "aura" spell into a placeable beacon that
make your settlers favor the designated area for exploration and gathering. Add a progress bar on the chicken pens, crops, mine,
etc to be able to see when resources will be produced (even if it's only visible when hovering over the resource).

Stone and food were my problems, maybe add more stone to the land generation or lower the stone needed in the most basic
buildings.

Again, nice game and keep up the good work~. Nostalgia, oh, dear nostalgia, come into my loving arms... As a kid I used to play
the demo of this as often as I could, downloading it every half a year or so. There are a few copies floating around the internet,
but none of them reaches the quality of this little childhood gem. The mechanics are very smooth, and even though the story
mode is not exactly hard to finish some of the levels do require a little bit of patience to get your first few bites. It's visually
pleasing, I just love the cronch sounds (especially when eating the middle-sized fish), and the satisfaction of finally owning this
thing is immense. Paid the full price and I'm not regretting a single cent of it, 11/10 would do again.. If you like jigsaw puzzles
in real life you would probably like this game.

It took me 35 hours to complete every puzzle twice.
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. DO NOT BUY THIS... THING!

There's a lesson to be learned when 18,99€ is asked for a pre-alpha Early Access game that is buggy, broken, incomplete and
bland, and that's hardly been updated since it's release seven months ago.

I walked straight into their trap those seven months ago and I really wonder why... :I. Hard and fun game. You will die in this
action, arcade retro game. If you like Ghost and goblin, Castlevania, megaman etc..this is for you. Need a controller to play.
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